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schlaflösigkeit, Mundtrockenheit, Anfälle), die einen Hinweis auf hohe Medikamenten- oder metabolitenspiegel geben könnten, engmaschig überwacht werden.
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19 - jeannie anne murphy (41, virginia beach) shot while fleeing an armed robbery in a store at which she was a customer (jr
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hopefully i can stay on this med and not have sleep problems...
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i felt good 8211; not intoxicated high like booze or even pot, but a nice high energy buzz that just kept me going, feeling good, positive, alive, and awake
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the society's focus led to the creation of a state legislative committee in 1827 to look into jail conditions
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it has become a priority of the government's and societies, to find a way to better take care of its aging population
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